
Travel Training Meeting 

10:00 a.m. Tuesday, March 25, 2014 

 

After viewing the travel training video and reviewing the procedures Sioux Area Metro currently utilizes 
during its traveling training program, the committee has come up with the following recommendations 
to add to the training video/program: 

 

Video “How to Ride the Bus”: 

• Add a clip to the video of a passenger arriving, by bus, at The Bus Stop and transferring to 
another bus. 

• The new video should be recorded smoother so the ride on the bus doesn’t appear to be so 
bumpy. 

• Add a clip to the video of a driver announcing major intersections and explain the purpose of the 
announcements. 

• Add a clip to the video and explain during the training program that drivers have good customer 
service skills and are willing to assist passengers. If you need to transfer, tell the bus driver and 
he will help you. 

• Be more realistic on the video showing a crowded bus. Also, inform passengers of the rules of 
riding the bus including they should not block the back door. 

• Add a clip to the video showing the congestion at The Bus Stop during peak times.  Also, the clip 
should show a driver and/or supervisor assisting a passenger (s) to their bus. 

• Add a clip showing a passenger waiting for their bus at The Bus Stop. 
• Add passenger testimonials to the video (person from Achieve, person who is visually impaired 

and a person who uses a  wheelchair as a mobility device)  
• Mention the reloadable flash cards during the fare segment in the video.  
• Promote how riding the bus is good for the environment and good for a healthy lifestyle. 
• Add to video that SAM is on Google Transit and has smart phone apps. 

 

Classroom Topics: 

• Discuss on time performance and explain the process and purpose of getting to a bus stop five 
minutes before the bus is schedule to arrive at that particular stop. 

• Discuss and explain the buddy system and how it works.  The buddy system would be very 
beneficial to persons who are visually impaired or have other disabilities that require additional 
training. 
 



•  Provide information stating that people who ride the bus are healthier than people who drive 
their own vehicles.  People who ride the bus walk to and from the bus stop to therefore get 
more exercise than people who drive. 

• Drivers should ask, or passengers should inform the driver when they get on the bus if they need 
to transfer to another bus at The Bus Stop or Southwest Center. 

• Inform trainees and the public that SAM will be a participant of Google Transit.  During training, 
explain how a passenger can enter information into Google Transit and Google Transit will map 
out the route (s), times and locations to catch the bus.      

Other: 

• Check Sioux Area Metro’s web site.  The video pertaining to using the fare box is blank. 
• Contact businesses throughout the city to offer and provide travel training to their employees.  

Sioux Area Metro would be willing to go on site to provide the travel training. Possibly take a bus 
to the businesses during the training and give employees an opportunity to ride the bus.  The 
driver/trainer could show samples of bus stop locations in the area and explain how the system 
works. 

• Number all the bus stops to allow passengers the ability to easily identify stops.  For consistency, 
put the bus stop number in the same location on every sign.  

• Have a panel, consisting of persons with disabilities; provide a training session to Sioux Area 
Metro employees.  The training session could be scheduled during one of Sioux Area Metro’s 
monthly employee safety meetings. 

• Add braille (identifying the bus stop) to bus stop poles to assist passengers who are visually 
impaired. 

• ESurance, Premier Bank and other businesses in the surrounding area in the northwest could 
have a shuttle bus that picks up employees and takes them to a bus stop in the area. 
 
   

 


